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Abstract—Current tests to measure whether a person can
understand speech require behavioral responses from the person,
which is in practice not always possible (e.g. young children).
Therefore there is a need for objective measures of speech intel-
ligibility. Recently, it has been shown that speech intelligibility
can be measured by letting a person listen to natural speech,
recording the electroencephalogram (EEG) and decoding the
speech envelope from the EEG signal. Linear decoders are used,
which is sub-optimal, as the human brain is a complex non-linear
system and cannot easily be modeled by a linear decoder. We
therefore propose an approach based on deep learning which can
model complex non-linear relationships. Our approach is based
on dilated convolutions as used in WaveNet to maximize the
receptive field with regard to the number of tunable parameters.
Comparison with a model based on a state of the art linear
decoder and a convolutional baseline model shows that our
proposed model significantly improves on both models (from
62.3% to 90.6% (p <0.001) and from 78.8% to 90.6% (p <0.001)
respectively). Best results are achieved with a receptive field size
between 250-500ms, which is longer than the optimal integration
window for a linear decoder.

Index Terms—match/mismatch, EEG decoding, speech, audi-
tory system, envelope

I. INTRODUCTION

A popular technique to study how the human brain pro-
cesses speech is to present natural running speech to a subject
and record the corresponding electroencephalogram (EEG)
to capture the signal evoked by the stimulus. Then, using
linear regression, either the features of the speech signal are
decoded from the EEG signal (backward model), or the EEG
signal is predicted from the speech signal (forward model).
Finally, the correlation between the true and the predicted
signal is computed, leading to a measure of neural tracking
of speech [1]–[5]. This method has applications in domains
such as audiology, as part of an objective measure of speech
intelligibility [5]–[7]. While the results of this approach are
promising, unfortunately, the correlations between actual and
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predicted signal with either technique are small (in the order
of 0.1), limiting applicability. Additionally, when the same
measurement is made multiple times, there is a large variability
[4]. This is due to the use of simple linear models, which do
not seem appropriate given the complexity and the dynamic
nature of the brain. For instance, it is well known that
depending on the level of attention and state of arousal of
the subject, response latencies can change dramatically [3].
As this cannot be modeled using a pure linear approach, non-
linear deep learning methods might be more suitable to tackle
this task.

When comparing simple artificial neural networks (ANNs)
to the linear decoder, somewhat higher correlations between
predicted and actual signal can be obtained for EEG and
for intracranial electrodes [8], [9]. For auditory attention
decoding (i.e., in a multi-speaker scenario deducing which
speaker a subject is attending to from the EEG signal), higher
performance is reported using relatively simple deep neural
networks [10]. However, the correlations between predicted
and actual EEG remain low, whereas the variability across
segments remains high. Therefore, long segments (in the order
of several minutes) of speech and corresponding EEG are
required to obtain a reliable response.

To avoid having to solve the regression problem, which is
notoriously difficult with deep learning, and inspired by these
recent advances in auditory attention detection, we therefore
redefined the problem as a match/mismatch classification
problem [11], [12]. In this paradigm, each model has 3 inputs:
EEG, the corresponding stimulus envelope and an imposter
envelope. This imposter envelope is a mismatched speech
envelope segment. The task of the models in this paradigm is
to identify the stimulus envelope corresponding to the EEG.

Very recently, convolutional networks have been applied for
auditory attention decoding [13], [14]. Instead of a two-step
approach (reconstructing the attended stimulus and comparing
the similarity with the actual stimuli), these convolution-based
models can classify the attended speaker directly from the
EEG and the envelopes of the speech signals, which allows
for end-to-end training and better performance.

Compared to fully connected ANN’s, convolutional net-
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Fig. 1. The structure of the proposed networks

works are more efficient due to weight sharing, but still have
limited receptive field. To maximize the receptive field of
convolutional layers, while keeping the amount of parameters
relatively low, dilated convolutions can be used. In dilated
convolutions, some samples can be skipped by adding spacing
between consecutive weights in the kernel (see Figure 1
(c)). By increasing this spacing exponentially with depth, a
maximal receptive field can be achieved, while keeping the
number of parameters low compared to strided convolutions.
In WaveNet, dilated convolutions were used to maximize the
receptive field in order to computationally cope with raw audio
files at a sampling rate of 16kHz [15]. In this study, we expand
on the use of dilated neural networks on time-series data by
applying them to segments of EEG data and segments of
speech envelopes.

II. METHODS

As references, we constructed a baseline network, based on
a state-of-the-art linear decoder [1], [5] as shown in Figure 1
(a) and a convolutional baseline, as shown in Figure 1 (b).
To compensate for the brain delay following an auditory
stimulus, both the decoder and convolutional baseline model

EEG

Envelope

10s 1s 10s

Matched Mismatched

Fig. 2. To ensure similarity to the matched speech envelope segment, the
imposter speech envelope segment is extracted 1 second in the future from
the time aligned speech envelope segment.

apply an integration window of 250 ms to the EEG. In the
decoder baseline, this integration window is constructed by
concatenating the next 250 ms of EEG response to the current
EEG sample in the channel dimension. The linear decoder
reconstructs the envelope of the speech stimulus from the
EEG by making a linear combination of all samples in the
integration window. The reconstructed envelope is correlated
with both input envelopes. The matched stimulus envelope is
chosen based on the highest correlation value.

In the convolutional baseline, the integration window is
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Fig. 3. Results for different kernel sizes. Each point in the boxplot is the score on the test set grouped by subject

implemented as a convolution which slides over the EEG
segment and linearly combines all channels over the next
250 ms into a reconstructed speech envelope sample. The
cosine similarity between the reconstructed envelope and both
input envelopes is computed and fed into a single sigmoid
neuron, which will classify whether input envelope 1 or input
envelope 2 matches with the EEG.

Construction of the integration window for both the decoder
and convolutional baseline network at the end of a segment
would require samples from outside of the segment. To prevent
this, the last 250 ms of each envelope segment are discarded.

Our proposed dilated convolutional network is shown in
Figure 1 (c). In the first step, a convolutional layer with
8 filters is used to spatially and linearly combine all EEG
channels. Then, N dilated convolutions with kernel size K
are applied to the spatially filtered EEG and the two stimulus
envelopes. To minimize the amount of parameters per receptive
field size, the dilation factor d for layer Ln is chosen to
be Kn−1, as in [15]. A rectified linear unit (ReLU) non-
linearity is applied after each dilated convolution. Cosine
similarity is used to compare each EEG representation to each
stimulus representation after dilated convolutions. A sigmoid
layer classifies match/mismatch based on the cosine similarity
scores. The number of filters for the spatial convolutional layer
and dilated convolutional layers were chosen based on the
optimal performance of the model in a hyperparameter sweep
(2n filters for n = 0...8).

Each of the proposed models has 3 inputs, one for EEG
data segments and two for speech envelope segments. Data
was presented to the models in segments of 10 seconds with an
overlap of 90%. Note that for linear models typically segments
of 30s or longer are used. The imposter speech envelope
segment is chosen 1 second after the end of the current EEG
segment, as displayed in Figure 2. To ensure that our dataset is
balanced, the imposter segment is alternately presented to each
of the speech envelope inputs. This means that each segment
of EEG is presented twice to the network.

As the only trainable weights in our baseline model are
the weights of the linear decoder, the linear decoder was
trained independently in a linear regression setting. In this
linear regression setting, mean squared error was used as a
loss function and Pearson correlation as the evaluation metric.
After training, the linear decoder was evaluated as displayed

in Figure 1 (a) with accuracy as the performance metric.
The convolutional baseline and dilated models were trained

in an end-to-end fashion for 50 epochs with stochastic gradient
descent using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 10−3.
The models were saved after each epoch. After 50 epochs,
the best model was chosen from the saved models based on
validation loss.

A grid search for different values of kernel size (2, 3 and
4) and depth (up to the maximal depth for each kernel size)
is performed on the dilated network to search the optimal
values. Depth and receptive field size are limited by the
input segment length and kernel size. The maximum depth
is blogK(segment length)c, e.g. for a network with kernel
size 3 and a segment length of 640 samples, the maximum
depth is 5, which corresponds to a receptive field size of
35 = 243 samples. All models were created in tensorflow
(1.14.0) [16] with the keras API [17]. The code used to
construct the models is available at https://github.com/exporl/
eeg-matching-eusipco2020.

III. EVALUATION

To evaluate our models, we recorded EEG data from 48
normal hearing subjects while they listened to audiobooks nar-
rated in Flemish (Dutch). Subjects were screened for normal
hearing with a pure-tone audiogram and Flemish MATRIX-
test. Stimulus audio was presented binaurally at 62 dBA.
Different stimuli were presented per subject, chosen from a set
of 10 unique stimuli of roughly the same length (14 minutes
and 29 seconds ± 1 minute and 7 seconds). 23, 20, 4 and
1 subjects listened to 8, 7, 6 and 2 stimuli respectively. The
order of presentation was randomized for each subject.

Each recording was split into a training, validation and
test set containing 80%, 10% and 10% of the recording
respectively (see Figure 4). The validation and test set were
extracted from the middle of the recording to avoid possible
edge effects. All presented models are trained with data across
subjects to obtain general subject-independent models.

The EEG signal and speech stimulus were preprocessed in
MATLAB. The envelope of the stimulus was estimated using
a gamma-tone filterbank with 28 sub-bands. The envelope for
each sub-band was estimated by taking the absolute value
of each sample and raising it to the power of 0.6. All sub-
bands were averaged to obtain 1 speech envelope [18]. EEG
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Fig. 4. Visualisation of data of 7 first subjects within the dataset. Each
rectangle represents a recording.

and speech envelopes were downsampled to 1024Hz. A Multi
channel Wiener filter was applied to the EEG for artifact
rejection [19]. The channels of the EEG were re-referenced to
a common average. Both signals were filtered between 0.5 and
32 Hz with a Chebyshev2 filter (order of 2000, 80 dB stopband
attenuation and 1 dB passband ripple) and downsampled to 64
Hz.

The stimuli were presented using a laptop running Win-
dows using the APEX 4 software platform [20] developed
at ExpORL, an RME Multiface II sound card and Etymotic
ER-3A insert phones which were electromagnetically shielded.
The experiments took place in an electromagnetically shielded
and soundproofed cabin. The EEG was measured with an
Active-Two system from BioSemi, with 64 electrodes at 8kHz
sampling rate.

IV. RESULTS

Classification accuracy for different kernel sizes K (2, 3 and
4) and depth N are shown in Figure 3. The best configurations
of the dilated model outperform the convolutional baseline
with 10.8%, 11.9% and 10.6% for kernel size 2, 3 and 4
respectively. All dilated convolutional models presented here
outperform the decoder baseline significantly (p < 0.001)
(Wilcoxon signed rank test with Holm-Bonferroni correction
for multiple comparisons, two tailed, grouping based on
subject). The dilated convolutional models also significantly
outperform the convolutional baseline for depths bigger than
2 for kernel size 2, and for depths bigger than 1 for kernel size
3 and 4 (all p <0.001). For all 3 kernel sizes, we see an initial
increase in match/mismatch accuracy with increasing depth to
an optimum. After this optimal depth, an increase in depth has
decreased performance.

The combined results in function of receptive field are
displayed in Figure 5. Performance increases as receptive field
size increases up to 27 samples (= 420 ms). Increasing the
receptive field beyond 27 samples lowers performance with
approximately 3%.

V. DISCUSSION

The decoder baseline in our setup has a median performance
of 62.3%, which is close to chance level. This low score is
partly due to the wider frequency range (0.5 - 32Hz) than the
one typically used (0.5 - 4Hz) for linear models. Another factor
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Fig. 5. Results for dilation models with different depths and kernel sizes,
ordered by the receptive field size.

is that this decoder is trained on all subject data, while better
performance is achieved with subject specific decoders [5].
Performance might increase with increasing segment length,
typically 30-60 s segments are used with linear models.

The convolutional baseline outperforms the decoder base-
line by 16.5%. This performance increase might be due to the
use of a non-linearity in the final layer and end-to-end training.
The dilated model significantly outperforms the convolutional
baseline for the same integration window length, possibly due
to the bigger capacity and non-linear transformations for both
speech envelopes and EEG in the dilated model.

According to Figure 5, the optimal length of the receptive
field appears to be between 16 and 32 time samples (250-
500 ms). Previous literature shows that this is longer than the
optimal length for the linear decoder, which spans from 0 ms
to 75-140 ms [5]. A possible explanation is that the more
complex and non-linear dilated network can also model some
non-linearity of the later auditory EEG responses.

As higher accuracy is achieved in shorter timeframes, the
proposed dilated convolutional network has more application
potential in a diagnostic setting to measure speech intelligibil-
ity, as shorter time is needed for testing. This model can also
be incorporated in applications like a smart hearing aid (as
part of the feedback loop). Another possible application for
the dilated network is auditory attention decoding, in which
the attended speaker is identified using only the brain response
of the subject.

Some additional strategies might improve this model in
future work. Input features with more information of the
speech signal might be included (e.g., spectrogram, phonemes,
word frequency, etc) to achieve higher performance. As our
best model achieves more than 90% accuracy, some ceiling
effects may occur. We can compensate for these ceiling effects
by shortening the segment length and therefore decreasing
overall performance per segment.
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